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Measurements

Color Additional Items

Cover Cool cotton white

Fabrics

Item code: 95600001

95600001700625
sail taupe

633
sail dove

637
sail salt

0116

WA
Armchair, textile

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code:  | Weight 7,5 kg/15 lbs | Volume 0,29 m³/10 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,55 m/to be determined (plain fabric only)

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile — lean, 
agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the hallmarks of its 
creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Armchair: Lightweight yet sturdy, the sling version of the WA armchair features a sophisticated, skin- like weave.
A special powder-coating makes it extra-resistant to scuffing.
Frame: High-precision die-cast aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the textile seat. Textile stretched over an aluminum frame.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Options: This item is also available in version woven with DEDON fiber.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: The cushions are quilted, which keeps the filling in place and supports the longevity of their luxuri-
ous embrace. While the covers cannot be removed, the complete cushions may be washed by hand at 30°C (86°F). Do not 
tumble-dry.
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Measurements

Color Additional Items

Cover
098
lipari

099
vulcano

Fabrics

Item code: 95600001

Cool cotton white
95600001700

0116

WA
Armchair

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code:  | Weight 7,5 kg/18 lbs | Volume 0,29 m³/10 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,55 m/to be determined (plain fabric only)

cm
inch

60

84 33

47

67

56
22

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile  —  lean, 
agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the hallmarks of 
its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Armchair: Lightweight yet sturdy, the WA armchair features a sophisticated, skin- like weave. A special powder-coating makes 
it extra-resistant to scuffing.
Frame: High-precision die-cast aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber. Woven with a unique profile of DEDON fiber.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Options: This item is also available in textile version with textile stretched over an aluminum frame.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: The cushions are quilted, which keeps the filling in place and supports the longevity of their luxuri-
ous embrace. While the covers cannot be removed, the complete cushions may be washed by hand at 30°C (86°F). Do not 
tumble-dry.
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Measurements

Color

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique “running” profile — 
lean, agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the 
hallmarks of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Tabletop: Made of high-pressure-laminate (HPL), a non-toxic material, tabletop is highly resistant to impact, mechanical 
stress, moisture and steam; also available in single- layer safety glass and Slim Box.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong 
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

WA
Dining table HPL

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060x079 | Weight 34 kg/75 lbs | Volume 0,74 m³/26 cu ft

001
white

098
lipari

099
vulcano

cm
inch

100

74

100

0116
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Measurements

Color

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique “running” profile — 
lean, agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the 
hallmarks of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Tabletop: Made of single- layer safety glass, tabletop offers increased resistance to temperature changes as well as 
excellent resistance to bending, impact and shock; also available in high-pressure laminate (HPL) and Slim Box.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong 
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

WA
Dining table Glass

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060x077 | Weight 45,5 kg/100 lbs | Volume 0,74 m³/26 cu ft

601077098
white/ lipari

603077098
lipari

604077099
vulcano

cm
inch

100

74

100

0116
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Measurements

Color Additional Items

Cover
001
white

098
lipari

099
vulcano

cm
inch

100

74

100

0116

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile – 
lean, agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all 
the hallmarks of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary 
sensibility.

Dining table: Both the Slim Box tabletop and the elegantly tapered cast-aluminum legs of this WA dining table are 
covered in a special powder-coating that makes them extra- resistant to scuffing.
Frame: The Slim Box top consists of a powder-coated stainless steel, with an internal structural reinforcement that 
dampens sound; the legs consists of die-cast powder-coated aluminum.
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Options: Item is available with a lacquered glass top or a HPL top.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

WA
Dining table Slim Box

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060X076 | Weight 47 kg/89 lbs | Volume 0,74 m³/26 cu ft
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Measurements

Color

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile – lean, 
agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the hallmarks 
of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Dining table: This WA dining table features elegantly tapered cast aluminum legs in a special, scuff-resistant powder-
coating. The slatted tabletop in premium teak is rounded at the corners for a soft, warm touch.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover
601060205
white

603060205
lipari

604060205
vulcano

0116

WA
Dining table 100 × 100 cm

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 60 × 060 | Weight 39,5 kg/65 lbs | Volume: 0,75 m³/27 cu ft

Tabletops

205
teak
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Measurements

Color

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique “running” profile — 
lean, agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the 
hallmarks of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Tabletop: Made of high-pressure-laminate (HPL), a non-toxic material, tabletop is highly resistant to impact, mechanical 
stress, moisture and steam; also available in single - layer safety glass and Slim Box.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong 
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

WA
Dining table HPL

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060x071 | Weight 50 kg/110 lbs | Volume 1,48 m³/53 cu ft

001
white

098
lipari

099
vulcano

cm
inch

200

74

100

0116
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Measurements

Color

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique “running” profile — 
lean, agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the 
hallmarks of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Tabletop: Made of single - layer safety glass, tabletop offers increased resistance to temperature changes as well as 
excellent resistance to bending, impact and shock; also available in high-pressure laminate (HPL) and Slim Box.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die -cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra- resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong 
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

WA
Dining table Glass

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060x073 | Weight 73,5 kg/162 lbs | Volume 1,48 m³/53 cu ft

601073098
white/ lipari

603073098
lipari

604073099
vulcano

cm
inch

200

74

100

0116
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Measurements

Color Additional Items

Cover
001
white

098
lipari

099
vulcano

cm
inch

200

74

100

0116

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile – 
lean, agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all 
the hallmarks of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary 
sensibility.

Dining table: Both the Slim Box tabletop and the elegantly tapered cast-aluminum legs of this WA dining table are 
covered in a special powder-coating that makes them extra- resistant to scuffing.
Frame: The Slim Box top consists of a powder-coated stainless steel, with an internal structural reinforcement that 
dampens sound; the legs consists of die-cast powder-coated aluminum.
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Options: Item is available with a lacquered glass top or a HPL top.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

WA
Dining table Slim Box

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060X066 | Weight 74 kg/144 lbs | Volume 1,48 m³/53 cu ft
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Measurements

0116

WA
Dining table 100 × 200 cm

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 60 × 062 | Weight 44 kg/97 lbs | Volume: 1,5 m³/53 cu ft

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile – lean, 
agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the hallmarks 
of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Dining table: This WA dining table features elegantly tapered cast aluminum legs in a special, scuff-resistant powder-
coating. The slatted tabletop in premium teak is rounded at the corners for a soft, warm touch.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color Additional Items

Cover
601062205
white

602062205
lipari

602062205
vulcano

Tabletops

205
teak
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Measurements

Collection: The dramatic interplay of angles and curves gives the WA dining collection its unique „running“ profile – lean, 
agile, muscular and seemingly in motion. A triumph of engineering, two years in development, WA bears all the hallmarks 
of its creator, Toan Nguyen, a designer renowned for his technical mastery and refined contemporary sensibility.

Dining table: This WA dining table features elegantly tapered cast aluminum legs in a special, scuff-resistant powder-
coating. The slatted tabletop in premium teak is rounded at the corners for a soft, warm touch.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that 
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

0116

WA
Dining table 100 × 250 cm

Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 60 × 064 | Weight 49 kg/109 lbs | Volume: 1,9 m³/67 cu ft

Color Additional Items

Cover
601064205
white

603064205
lipari

604064205
vulcano

Tabletops

205
teak




